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Introduction 
The End User Experience (EUE) Management market is definitely heating up, and it is critical for 
enterprises to understand the inherent differences of these various technologies to ensure that their 
unique performance needs are appropriately addressed. 
 
In order to ensure a successful purchasing decision and to expedite the implementation of the right EUE 
monitoring tool for your company, it is important to understand the “ins and outs” of EUE. Once fully 
equipped with this knowledge, you will then be able to select the most appropriate tool that will give 
you the visibility required to decrease business disruptions and increase end user productivity. 
 
This industry brief will review the top 10 myths associated with EUE Management technologies -- and 
debunk them. Specifically, this paper will outline: 
 

• The top 10 technical areas of EUE and Application Performance Management (APM) tools 
• The technological differences of core EUE/APM technologies and how these approaches 

impact your visibility into real end user behavior management and monitoring 
• The top challenges and business drivers that EUE addresses 
• How to identify your unique monitoring needs and the APM solution that will best meet them 

 

It’s All about the End User 
EUE Management is primarily focused on placing the user at the center of the monitoring universe -- 
NOT the network. NOT the transaction. NOT the desktop. 
 
Whether it is 43 percent, 54 percent or 74 percent per various industry reports, a staggering number of 
end user problems are not detected with current IT infrastructures, and the first time we hear about 
them is when the user(s) calls the help desk.  
 
Although the APM market is sized at about $3.5B a year, the top three APM challenges customers report 
are lack of visibility into end user experience, the need for proactive problem detection before users call 
the help desk and the ability to measure the business impact of poor application performance.  
 
But, something here just doesn‟t seem to add up. 
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Top 10 Myths of End User Experience Management  
Let‟s review the top 10 myths associated with EUE Management and understand why standard APM 
technology is simply not capable of sufficiently addressing EUE management challenges.  
 

#1: NETWORK APPLIANCE MONITORING IS ENOUGH 
The first myth is that most application performance problems can be isolated to the network. According 
to research by Enterprise Management Associates, realistically, the network is the problem less than 25 
percent of the time. 
 
What to Ask Your EUE/APM Vendor:  
How can your appliance determine application render time from network transaction metrics? 

#2: SYNTHETIC MONITORING AND END USER EXPERIENCE 
The second EUE/APM myth states that synthetic monitoring can validate end user experience. 
 
In truth, synthetic robots provide „sanity-check‟ monitoring of application performance and availability 
from known system configurations. They do not monitor real end users on real systems, and therefore 
they can‟t determine real user performance or monitor usage patterns. They also do not expose or 
reflect the influence of desktop resource consumption, by competing resource consumers, on good 
application performance. 
  
What to Ask Your EUE/APM Vendor:  
How does synthetic monitoring help identify which users within an organization are having the poorest 
performance? 

#3: WEB APPLICATION MONITORING IS ENOUGH 
You may have heard that in order to monitor Web-based applications you need to focus on Web server-
based performance metrics only and that you don‟t need to monitor Web applications from the desktop 
vantage point. 
 
The truth is, the time it takes to complete a HTTP call has little to no relevance on the true render time 
of the Web application in the browser. This is especially relevant for rich Internet applications, so, this 
myth is completely debunked. 
 
What to Ask Your EUE/APM Vendor:  
Does your monitoring tool measure the duration of the end user request or the duration of the 
rendering? 
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#4: END-TO-END PERFORMANCE 
Another often repeated myth is that agents deployed on infrastructure components such as Web 
servers, application servers and database servers, provide end-to-end application performance visibility. 
 
Infrastructure-based agents provide visibility into application performance ONLY after the transaction 
enters the data center infrastructure. Client-side performance- or availability-related metrics are simply 
not visible at all, and that‟s why transaction mapping vendors add a network appliance to their solution. 
 
What to Ask Your Transaction Mapping Vendor:  
How does your tool detect a failed application launch -- since the request never entered the data 
center? 
 

#5: CUSTOM APPLICATIONS AND CONFIGURATION 
The next myth, normally described vaguely in a vendor‟s marketing materials, suggests that some 
technologies have a magic way to monitor real EUE of a custom application with zero configuration. 
 
It‟s important to understand that you can definitely monitor process resource consumption and process 
run-time metrics with zero configuration, but these kinds of metrics are only important if you can 
correlate them with their impact on the performance of business transactions – and there is no way to 
monitor custom business transactions without defining the unique start and end point of each 
transaction you want to monitor.  
 
So, as you proceed with your due diligence, be sure to understand how a particular APM technology 
monitors response and availability of individual business transactions. 
 
What to Ask Your APM/EUE Vendor:  
How does your APM tool monitor response and availability of individual business transactions? 
 

#6: AGENT-BASED MONITORING 
The most circulated and talked about agent myth is as follows -- agents consume a significant amount 
of local resources on the desktop that are time consuming and difficult to deploy. 
 
With CPU utilization below 0.2 percent on average, and network bandwidth consumption at less than 8 
bytes/second per monitored user, the truth is that well-designed, client-side agents consume intangible 
amounts of resources. Installing agents on desktops is probably the simplest and least time consuming 
activity of any monitoring project if you use a standard software distribution tool like SMS or Altiris. In 
fact, it takes less time and effort to deploy a desktop agent than any other technology. 
 
What to Ask Yourself:  
With an intangible impact on resources, why rely on network sniffers or synthetic transactions when you 
can achieve comprehensive visibility into application, desktop and user performance with client-side, 
agent-based monitoring? 
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#7: CITRIX/RDP SESSION MONITORING 
The next myth postulates that you can monitor application performance within Citrix or RDP sessions 
without direct access to the virtual desktop session itself. 
 
The reality though, is that only by placing agents on both the presentation server – with “access” to the 
transactional performance within the virtual session itself – as well as on the desktop, can you achieve 
complete visibility into the KPIs that define EUE in a server-based computing environment.  These KPIs 
include: 
 

• ICA/RDP latency from presentation server to desktop 
• ICA/RDP client availability issues 
• Influence of local desktop performance on virtual sessions 
• Performance of the business transaction performed on presentation server 
• TCP/IP latency from presentation server to application server 
• Presentation server resource consumption and load capabilities 

 
What to Ask Your APM/ EUE Vendor:  
How does your monitoring tool understand the transactional performance within virtual sessions in a 
SBC environment? 
 

#8: ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 
The claim of the eighth myth sounds very plausible -- and that is that it is impossible to determine 
probable cause of application performance issues from desktop agents, as there is insufficient insight 
into the underlying performance metrics associated with each transaction. 
 
The truth is that well-architected desktop-based agent monitoring solutions break down each business 
transaction into seven key measurements -- specifically to aid in probable cause determination relating 
to components outside of the desktop! Those metrics are: 
 

1. Activity response: total activity completion time 
2. Network latency: average latency of all requests initiated by the process during the activity 
3. Client time: time spent executing the activity with no open network requests 
4. Total network response time: the total duration of open network requests 
5. Total network incoming traffic: total received bytes for the activity 
6. Total outgoing traffic: total sent bytes for the activity 
7. ICA/RDP latency: virtual environments 

 
Using the metrics above -- which are aggregated for every user and every transaction across the 
enterprise-- together with the desktop‟s knowledge of its location, its DNS, its target server and/or next-
hop IP address -- and then correlating this with desktop resource consumption ----an organization is 
empowered to rapidly identify root cause for many of the most complex application performance issues 
we all face. 
 
What to Ask Your APM/EUE Vendor:  
Can your APM tool break down each transaction into the seven key performance metrics above? 
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#9: AVAILABILITY DETECTION 
 
The ninth myth states that EUE tools can only monitor application performance while infrastructure tools 
can also monitor availability. 
 
The truth is that EUE availability issues are rarely, if ever, detected by infrastructure tools. Real EUE 
tools must be able to detect four types of availability issues, and these are: 
 

 System crash (blue screen of death) 
 Process hang (duration that a process spends in a hung state) 
 Application crash (.DLL exceptions and pop-ups) 
 Activity / business transaction (user cannot log on/send mail/etc.) 

 
What to Ask Your APM/EUE Vendor:  
Does your monitoring tool detect all four types of end user availability issues? 
 

#10: BOOT AND LOG-ON ANALYTICS 
 
The final myth to debunk is basically the notion that EUE is limited to the application performance 
domain only. 
 
True EUE provides an integrated portrait of all the streams that together define a user‟s experience, 
which is a combination of application, desktop, and end user performance.  
 
Operating system boot and log-on profiling are examples of desktop-related performance issues that 
impact user experience, and the actual usability of a new version of an application is an example of user 
performance impacting end user experience. 
 
What to Ask Your APM/EUE Vendor:  
How does your monitoring tool generate boot time and log-on metrics? 
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Conclusion 
So what we can clearly see is that APM technology has primarily been focused on monitoring the 
performance and availability of our data center components –- and this technology has proven itself to 
be an invaluable, critical component of the ever-increasing, complex IT infrastructures we are all 
deploying today.  
 
The problem though is you can‟t measure EUE from the data center “looking out” –- you can only 
measure EUE from the end user‟s perspective “looking in” – and that‟s the primary reason for things not 
adding up – that gray area otherwise known as the “Visibility Gap” we all experience (and why 74 
percent of end user problems are not detected by current IT infrastructure). 
 
To close the “Visibility Gap,” we need to have an integrated view of the multiple streams of data that 
together provide us with a clear portrait of real end user experience.  
 
And this is exactly what the Aternity Frontline Performance Intelligence (FPI) Platform does, effectively 
transforming every desktop – physical or virtual – into a self monitoring platform that is user experience 
aware. The business benefits include dramatic reduction in business disruption and increased user 
productivity. 
 
If you are interested in learning more about Aternity‟s user-centric approach to proactive IT 
management, please register here for a 30-minute product demonstration, or sign up today for a free 
evaluation / Proof of Concept. 

http://www.aternity.com/news-events-aternity-intro-webinar.htm
http://www.aternity.com/products-concept.htm
http://www.aternity.com/products-concept.htm
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About Aternity 
Aternity, an Intel Capital portfolio company, redefines end user experience management by providing 
the industry‟s first patented Frontline Performance Intelligence Platform designed to dramatically reduce 

business disruptions and significantly increase end user 
productivity. With Aternity, Global 1000 enterprises benefit 
from proactive IT management through self-learning, 
preemptive problem detection, and right-time decision 

support. By uniquely transforming every desktop – physical or virtual – into a self-monitoring platform 
that is user-experience aware, the Aternity FPI Platform arms IT and business executives with the 
empirical evidence on how application performance and usage impacts business results. 
 

With more than 100 years of combined experience, the Aternity 
management team brings together leading entrepreneurs, technologists 
and business leaders from the US and Israel.  Aternity‟s management 
team was recognized as a finalist for the 2008 American Business 
Awards, the 2009 International Business Awards, and the 2010 
International Business Awards. 

 
Aternity has been named a Gartner Cool Vendor in IT Operations, a Top 10 Most 
Promising Start-up by Ernst & Young and Globes, and a Top 50 Startup by 
InformationWeek.  In addition, the company continues to garner industry accolades as a 
revolutionary solution that uniquely analyzes and correlates all three of the primary 
components that influence end user experience, in real time.   

 
Aternity was also recently recognized by Network World magazine as 
one of the Top 10 Companies to Watch for innovative new 
management technology. NetworkWorld  is the leading newsweekly 
published by NetworkWorld, Inc., the Leader in Network Knowledge.  
In addition, Aternity is regularly featured in industry research 

published by Gartner, Forrester Research, EMA, IDC, and The 451 Group.  The 
company and its leadership team have also been featured in a number of media publications including 
PC Magazine, Forbes, Red Herring, Computerworld, CRN, and InfoWorld.  
 
Rapid implementation and integration results in immediate ROI, making Aternity the industry‟s fastest 
path to end user experience management for enterprise applications.   
To learn how Aternity can bring winning performance to your frontline and to find out if you qualify for 
a free Proof of Concept, visit www.aternity.com.   
 

LEARN MORE ABOUT ATERNITY BY VISITING WWW.ATERNITY.COM 
VISIT THE END USER EXPERIENCE NEWS & BLOG PORTAL: WWW.ENDUSEREXPERIENCE.INFO  

EMAIL: INFO@ATERNITY.COM 

FOLLOW ATERNITY ON TWITTER AND BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK 

http://www.aternity.com/
http://www.aternity.com/
http://www.enduserexperience.info/
mailto:info@aternity.com
http://www.twitter.com/aternityinc
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Westborough-MA/Aternity-Inc/238213150100?ref=mf
http://aternity.com/1d6ec77a-dbaf-4aeb-acce-34abe6032d6a/news-2009-detail.htm

